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Environmental Scanning Report I
Client: Boy Scouts of America

May 8, 2013

What: Following the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) “perversion files” that have been known as a 
confidential blacklist in order to protects boys from sexual predators (see “Boy Scout files reveal 
repeat child abuse by sexual predators”, Los Angeles Times).

Why it’s important: The release of more than 1,200 files reveal that men were accused of 
continually molesting Boy Scouts even after the organization was aware and presented detailed 
statements of abusive behavior. Sexual predators often managed to go from one troop to another 
troop around the country due to computer and clerical errors or because the organization failed to 
check the blacklist.

There has been a long paper trail of abuse for nearly a century. However, in some cases the 
organization’s leaders and officials failed to document events in which a boy was abused. In 
other cases, leaders and officials documented the incidents but only suspended the accused leader. 
Accused leaders have also been put on “probation” but allowed to continue working with the Boy 
Scouts. 

In other cases there have been men expelled from the organization due to being suspected abusers 
and later to be found that they had reentered the organization and were accused of abusing and 
molesting boys again. 

The confidential blacklist known as the “perversion files” has been known as the organizations 
defense against sexual predators. However, files have been known to not be made, destroyed or very 
broad. Often times officials fail to check the files and allow sexual predators to work with the troops. 

The Plan: In 1975 a scout executive [whose name is heavily blacked out in a file in regards to a case 
involving Richard Stenger] stated, “I feel quite confident that no further problems will arise.” Just 
14 years later a parent notified the organization that Stenger had abused and restrained their son. 
These continuing abusive encounters are making the Boy Scouts of America look sloppy, uncaring 
and unprofessional.

 • The Boy Scouts of America should hold a press conference addressing the country, parents 
 and victims. The organization is to admit their mistakes and apologize.
 • The organization is to help pay, or fully pay, for professional help to those victims in need. 
 If the victim has already utilized professional help, the organization is to offer the victim 
 and/or their family reimbursement.
 • The BSA is to develop a branch of employees where their job is to do a background check  
 and check the “perversion files” when someone wishes to become a leader. They will also 
 create an online application that each individual must complete before they are allowed to be 
 given the title “leader.” This will show the country and parents that the organization is 
 tightening their application process. 
 • Every leader will have to complete a bi-yearly psychiatric evaluation and background check 
 if they wish to continue being a part of the Boy Scouts of America organization. 



Environmental Scanning Report II
Client: People for the Ethical Treatment 

of Animals [or PETA]
June 10, 2013

PETA’s Campaign to end cruel practices 
involving companion animals 

Washington University in St. Louis (WUSTL) has 
announced that they will stop abusing companion cats 
for Pediatric Advances Life Support (PALS) training. 
WUSTL was the last university in the country, which 
PETA knows of, to use cats for intubation training 
exercises in the PALS course. WUSTL trained health 
care professionals to intubate human infants by having 
trainees show hard plastic tubes down cats’ windpipes 
as many as 15 times in a row. More information on 
PETA’s victory can be found at:

This is just one of many cruel methods used to abuse companion animals in the United States. 

PETA has made a continued effort to stop cruel practices that involve companion animals. This 
includes puppy mills, debarking and euthanasia of unwanted cats and dogs and to those considered 
“surplus.” Through a website, various online ads, and celebrity supporters, like Bob Barker, PETA 
has included ways to stop and prevent abuse to companion animals. These are examples of public 
relations elaboration likelihood model. 

PETA has implemented the public relations tactic called the elaboration likelihood model by using 
famous spokespeople to help end the abuse of cruel practices involving companion animals. PETA 
applies the elaboration likelihood model by presenting celebrities and producing advertisement 
that people can relate to. 

In order for the elaboration likelihood model to be successful there are two routes that can be 
taken. The “central route” addresses high elaboration and the “peripheral route” addresses low 
elaboration. 

 
• The “central route” means that an individual is aware and actively thinking of an idea. 

 • When using the “central route” it can often times require that an individual knows a lot of 
 detail and it can become complicated. In this case it can be valuable to take the “peripheral 
 route.”
 • The “peripheral route” requires little process analysis.
 • People are often influenced by the repetition of a message, including catchy songs or simple 
 slogans, highly credible spokespeople, and even tangible rewards when using the “peripheral   
 route.” 

http://www.peta.org/b/thepetafiles/archive/2013/05/31/victory-peta-campaign-stops-washington-uni-
versitys-cruel-cat-laboratory.aspx

http://www.peta.org/b/thepetafiles/archive/2013/05/31/victory-peta-campaign-stops-washington-universitys-cruel-cat-laboratory.aspx
PETA%20has%20made%20a%20continued%20effort%20to%20stop%20cruel%20practices%20that%20involve%20companion%20animals.%20This%20includes%20puppy%20mills%2C%20debarking%20and%20euthanasia%20of%20unwanted%20cats%20and%20dogs%20and%20to%20those%20considered%20%E2%80%9Csurplus.%E2%80%9D%20Through%20a%20website%2C%20various%20online%20ads%2C%20and%20celebrity%20supporters%2C%20like%20Bob%20Barker%20
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The strategy has been highly successful because of a series of graphic and undercover videos on 
PETA’s website and because of the support from celebrities and other well-known individuals. Dan 
Piraro, a comic artist, sent a letter to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch editor writing:
 
 “It doesn’t take a medical degree to recognize that practicing intubation on a limp cat is  
 nothing like doing the same procedure on a larger, crying, squirming and/or coughing 
 human child.”

Piraro is a former WUSTL student and created a comic in order to protest the cruelty and become 
an active and vocal member of PETA. The comic by Piraro encompasses all aspects and features

of the elaboration likelihood model 
since it incorporates a message with 
a catchy slogan that an individual 
will remember, but with a deeper 
meaning. PETA’s implementation 
of the elaboration likelihood model 
was an excellent tactic from a 
public relations standpoint since 
they included catchy slogans that 
people will remember but also 
incorporating the deeper issue. 

To view the full project along with an attached video in my section, visit our group’s blog at:
 http://blogs.uoregon.edu/j350final/

http://www.peta.org/b/thepetafiles/archive/2009/07/13/comic-strip-creator-opposes-cruel-cat-labs.aspx
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News Release
Slug: Park Fight
January 21, 2014

Wednesday morning at 12:30 a.m. two men were arrested at Alton Baker Park in Eugene
after a fight involving about 30 people. 
 
Police arrested Sean Albert Tarusan and Justin Paul Dills after a fight involving a 
9-millimeter handgun, which was confiscated by police.  The fight involved an occupied 
car getting hit by gunfire, people throwing rocks, and using clubs, sticks and baseball bats.
Six people were sent to area hospitals with facial injuries and broken hands, but none of 
the injuries were life threatening. 
 
Late Friday morning an argument over the telephone escalated, with two groups of people 
agreeing to meet in the park to fight each other, said Sgt. Nathan Reynolds of the Eugene 
Police Department. 
 
Police did not know what precipitated the argument. “Each side recruited their buddies, 
and all of a sudden it’s the ‘west side story’ all over again,” said Sergeant Reynolds. 
 
Dills was charged with attempted assault, assault, and reckless endangering. Tarusan was 
charged with attempted assault, reckless endangering, unlawful possession of a firearm 
and criminal mischief. 
 



News Release
Slug: Park Fight - REWRITE

January 21, 2014

EUGENE, Ore. – Two men were arrested by police at Alton Baker Park after a fight 
involving about 30 people on Wednesday at 12:30 a.m. 

Police arrested Sean Albert Tarusan and Justin Paul Dills after a fight involving a 9-mm 
handgun; police confiscated the weapon. During the fight, an occupied car was hit by 
gunfire, people threw rocks, and used clubs, sticks and baseball bats were used as 
weapons. Although no injuries were fatal, six people were sent to area hospitals with facial 
injuries and broken hands. 

A late Friday morning an argument occurred over the telephone that escalated, the 
conversation consisted with two groups of people agreeing to meet in the park to fight 
each other, said Sgt. Nathan Reynolds of the Eugene Police Department. 

“Each side recruited their buddies, and all of a sudden it’s the ‘West Side Story’ all over 
again,” said Reynolds. However, police did not know what precipitated the argument.

Dills was charged with attempted assault, assault and reckless endangering. While, 
Tarusan was charged with attempted assault, reckless endangering, unlawful possession of 
a firearm and criminal mischief. 

 ###



News Release
Slug: Bike Theft
January 28, 2014

EUGENE, Ore. – More than 10 bikes on the University of Oregon campus have gone 
missing since the start of winter term. 

Reports indicate this person is in his early 20s and has an orange and black beaver 
tattooed on his left forearm. He has been seen carrying a lime green Jansport backpack 
with an anarchist “A” symbol attached to the side. 

Since May 1, 2013, more than 230 bikes have been stolen from UO students, UO police 
have recovered only 15 stolen bikes thus far. Victims reported most of the thefts between 
12 p.m. and 2 p.m.

The UO police are urging students to register their bicycles and record serial numbers, 
that way law enforcement are able to return recovered bikes to their rightful owners. 

Student Mandy Engelson told officers that she saw the suspect with her new bike; the 
person appeared to be “drunk” while riding away on her Cannondale mountain bike. “He 
was weaving all over the place and he almost took out a couple people trying to cross the 
street,” Engelson told officers. 

In some cases, cable bike locks were severed with what appears to be large bolt cutters. 
While in other instances, tempered steel U locks were defeated with some type of 
hydraulic jack. 

UO police are asking anyone with information to contact Lt. Dirk Langdolt at 
(541) 346-0666. He is also asking students to research methods best to secure bikes, 
including locks, lock placement on the bicycle and which campus locations to avoid using 
to secure a bike. 

###



News Release
Slug: Highway 126

February 11, 2014

EUGENE, Ore. – Each year there are an average of 45 collisions on Highway 126 due to 
poor lighting; it is also known as one of the most dangerous corridors in the state or 
Oregon. 

Hemmed in by a reservoir on one side and railroad tracks on the other, the lack of lights 
and reflectors on the two-lane stretch make it a treacherous journey driving east toward 
Eugene or west toward Florence. Drivers frequently take chances by passing vehicles that 
are traveling at or below the 55 mph speed limit. 

The Oregon Department of Transportation plans to widen the clogged highway to six 
lanes from two, beginning the project in June 2014 and completing in November 2014. 

To expand the highway, ODOT plans to spend $22 million to widen the highway and they 
will also have to dump more than 15 million tons of “fill” rock into Fern Ridge Reservoir, 
which runs to the south of the road. The department has already secured the necessary 
permits from the U.S. Corps of Engineers, the Oregon Department of Environmental 
Quality and Lane County. 

Some local environmentalists object to pouring rock into the reservoir and then paving 
over of the top of that rock fill. Director Matt Garrett of ODOT explains, “This project is 
about safety and protecting families, expanding the highway is the only way to reduce 
needless deaths.” 

###



News Release
Slug: Plane in Trouble

January 16, 2014

A United Airlines airbus with 119 passengers took off from Portland, Ore. at 7:15 a.m. on 
Wednesday. The pilot noticed an electrical smell in the cockpit and had to make an 
emergency landing in Pendleton, Ore.

Flight 316 landed safely at the Pendleton Airport at 7:40 a.m. and no passengers were hurt. 
United Airlines dispatched another aircraft from San Francisco to Pendleton to pick up 
the passengers and take them to their final destination in Chicago. 

Passengers said there was no panic on board and praised the calm, professional demeanor 
of the crew while pilot, Capt. Daniel Westergaard, made an emergency landing. 

“There was a kind of motor noise, and then we smelled burning,” said Dan Rueckert, a 
passenger on board and is from Portland. 

As soon as the Pendleton Airport Manager, Larry Dalrymple, was notified about the 
landing, the Pendleton Fire Department sent emergency vehicles and firefighters to the 
airport as a precaution. 

United Airlines has one of the best safety records in the business. However, the Federal 
Aviation Administration has ordered a review of maintenance records at United’s Portland 
maintenance facility due to previous emergency landings this month. United officials are 
fully and completely cooperating with the inquiry. 

###



News Release
Slug: Theft Ring

March 17, 2014

UOPD to hold a news conference on Friday

What: Eugene and the UO obtained a search warrant and railed a home in the campus 
area on Hilyard Street. They recovered more than 185 bicycles reported stolen from the 
UO campus since Oct. 1, 2013, they also recovered approximately 1.5 pounds of 
methamphetamine, syringes and several “water bongs.” Police believe those arrested are 
part of a sophisticated and organized theft ring. 

How: UO police received a tip with an address and name for a suspect described a 
Caucasian male, 5-foot, 11-inches tall with long blonde hair. 

Who: UO and Eugene police arrested four young men at the Hilyard Street residence 
(ages 18-21), and then three men and a woman at a second location in west Eugene. 

When: At the news conference Friday at 10 a.m., police will name the suspects who have 
been arrested and also provide details with how students can recover their stolen bicycles 
if they can show legitimate proof of ownership.

Reporters and editors: This Friday news conference will begin at 10 a.m. at the UOPD 
West Station, 1319 E. 15th Ave. to discuss the latest developments. 

###



Hybrid Fact Sheet
Client: Vandal-Gard Inc.

February 20, 2014

Vandal-Gard Mailbox Covers 

Background
Vandal-Gard Inc. is a small, but growing, firm that builds durable steel mailbox covers. 
Founder, Chet Halitose, initiated the company in his garage in 2010. He built his first 
mailbox for himself after drunken teens twice drove by his house and smashed his 
mailbox with a bat or a heavy pipe. 

The residents living in Halitose’s neighborhood face the same property destruction and 
convinced him to build mailbox covers for them – for money. Halitose said, “Since there is 
nothing for teens to do in Iowa except drink beer and play mailbox baseball, I thought it’d 
be a great idea to create something that is vandal proof.” 

Halitose started churning out the vandal-defeating covers at nights and all day on 
weekends. After hiring three friends to help form and weld covers, Halitose ran out of 
garage space. He moved to a shop on N.E. 35th Ave. in Portland, Ore. in 2012. 

Large Customers include Home Depot, Eagle Hardware, Lowe’s and True Value Hardware. 
Halitose is working to become a vendor for the Darth Vader of retail chains: Wal-Mart. 
Selling to the Bentonville, Ark.-based behemoth would likely triple sales volume within 18 
months. 

Models
•VG 1000 is made of 10-gauge chrome-moly steel, weighs 36 pounds and costs $85.99.
•VG 2006 EL is made of 8-gauge stainless steel, weighs 49 pounds, has locks and an alarm 
and costs $199.99. 

What’s next?
Halitose figures 2014 is going to be the best year yet, with the company on pace to sell 
$14.8 million worth of mailbox covers. 



Media Kit
Draft

For more information,

Contact: Chelsea Matthews

Cell: 520-834-7171 

Email: cmatthe2@uoregon.edu 

To Whom It May Concern:

The Crystal Ballroom in Portland, Ore., will host the second biannual Multidimensional Fashion 
Event called Fade to Light. The producers of the show aim to not just host a fashion show, but to be 
an experience that leaves the guests with a solid understanding of each designer and the collections 
being shown. This event will feature nine showcases from the work of both established and 
emerging designers within the Portland fashion community. Designers from the hit television show  
Project Runway are often featured, this year Bryce Black of season nine will be showcasing his 
newest collection, along with alums and graduates from The Art Institute of Portland and Portland 
Sewing’s Fashion Forward Program. The live music and outstanding collections will make for a 
night to remember. By publishing any or all of the content of this media kit, the Oregonian will be 
doing service to publicize the designer Bryce Black. Black has been involved in the Fade to Light 
Fashion Show since the beginning and wants to create a world of high design and art for the  
everyday. Please take the time to consider the information put forth in this kit, as it will do a great 
service to showing the community and fellow aspiring designers that dreams do come true. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me, Chelsea Matthews, via cell or email.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Chelsea Matthews
Communications Coordinator 



News Release

Fashion Forward: Outstanding 
Collections and Live Music

The Fade to Light Producers invites local 
designers and the fashion community to foster the creative talent in Portland

PORTLAND, Ore. – The Crystal Ballroom host the second biannual fashion show on Feb. 26, 2014 
where each designer is encouraged to think outside the box regarding their runway presentation. 

Fade to Light aims to not just be a fashion show, but to be an experience that leaves the guests with 
a sold understanding of each designer and the collections being shown. 

The show will open with Bryce Black’s ode to the island of Crete. Black’s a one-third of a local 
trifecta as electrifying as the Nineties Trinity including pioneer Arnold and minimalist Joshua Buck. 

Black’s womenswear collection will feature cream-colored pieces with body con cutouts, patent 
leather and many other elements.

Ashkan, writer for the Portland Mercury, said, “It is a bold move to open the show with a designer as 
smart and practical as Bryce Black, who is a very tough act to follow.”

Fade to Light routinely showcases the work of both established and emerging designers within the 
Portland fashion community, like Black, who is a high fashion designer local to the Portland 
community who believes in the comfort of a t-shirt and jeans. 

Black was recently awarded the Best Emerging Menswear Designer at the Portland Fashion and 
Style Awards in Oct. 2013. 

###



Fact Sheet

   • Featuring collections from:
 o Adelheid Bergin
 o Bad Wolf Clothier
 o Bryce Black
 o Emit
 o Garnish
 o The Ladies of Nashionland
 o (Clair Vintage Inspired, Carolyn Hart, Hubris Apparel)
 o Michelle Lesniak
 o Poema
 o SKPDX
 o Taruc
 o Wandering Muse
 o WWJJD
   • Live music will be presented by Oranj Studio. 
   • Make-up will be completed by Bean Monde.
   • The event will be sponsored by:
 o Chambord
 o The Portland Mercury
 o KNRK 94.7 FM
 o About Face Magazine
 o Oni Press
 o OSI Photography
 o Vita Coco
 o Portland Pictures
 o Brown Day Productions
   • There will be a backstage after party in Lola’s room for guests over 21.
   • For every ticket purchased, $1 will be donated to Camp KC.
 o For kids ages five to 15 who are infected with and/or affected by HIV/AIDS.
   • Fade to Light will be a single night event.
   • Fade to Light will feature 13 designers and live music.
   • Fade to Light is an all-age event until the after party.
   • Fade to Light’s location is the Crystal Ballroom in Portland, Ore.

For more information about Fade to Light please visit their Facebook page at: 
https://www.facebook.com/FadeToLight  

For more information about Bryce Black contact:

• Web: http://www.bryceblack.net/about/



Designer Background

Bryce Black is originally from Twin Falls, Idaho, in 1988. Bryce has been designing since he was a 
little boy, “It all started with couture gowns for an international star, Barbie.” As an emerging 
designer, his budget for raw materials was not what it is today. Then, Barbie’s couture gowns were 
made out of cut up socks, toilet or anything he could get his hands on. 

Bryce received his education at The Art Institute of Portland where he received a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts in Apparel Design. During his senior year, Black was a finalist for The Human Society’s and 
The Art Institute’s Cool vs. Cruel fashion design contest. His senior collection was featured in 
Portland Monthly Magazine and he was the recipient of the 24Notion Senior Finale Student 
Competition scholarship. 

One month after Black’s graduation from The Art Institue of Portland, he found himself auditioning
for hit television show Project Runway. He became one of the 20 contestants on season nine and 
was able to design a collection for New York Fashion Week, which received national acclaim. 

Black has made many strides and has found many ways to be true to himself, he says, “The best way 
to describe how I got to where I am today is self discovery.” 

When Black was auditioning for Project Runway he remembers Michael Khors pointing out that he 
dressed preppy and that his designs look like they are for an alter ego, a rockstar-like persona. He 
was frustrated and depressed to know that he blew it because of fear. Black tried to please everyone 
with the way he dressed, therefore he tried to please the judges with his designs, “The result in both 
cases were a boring and watered down me.” He knew the outcome is so different when you express 
yourself fearlessly. Black now designs by actin on impulse and intuition, he says, “I am a better 
designer and person for it.” He believes that true power is when you are told you are not loved and 
carrying on anyway. After a fashion show, Black hopes for a room of people that love and those who 
hate what he just created, “To strike no emotions is a true failure.” He has used this as inspiration 
for marketing his collection, his slogan is, “Pledge your Allegiance to Bryce Black or prepare to be 
basic.

Today, Bryce Black is a high fashion designer in Portland, Ore., who believes in the comfort of a 
t-shirt and jeans. He hopes to create a world of high design and art for the everyday. To Black, 
getting your Starbucks in the morning should be a runway show. 

On Oct. 26, 2013, Bryce Black was awarded the Best Emerging Menswear Designer at the Portland 
Fashion and Style Awards. 



Media Kit
Final

For more information,
Contact: Chelsea Matthews
Cell: 520-834-7173
Email: cmatthe2@uoregon.edu 

Eden Dawn, 

The Crystal Ballroom in Portland, Ore., will host the second biannual Multidimensional Fashion Event called 
Fade to Light. The producers of the show aim to not just host a fashion show, but to be an experience that leaves 
the guests with a solid understanding of each designer and the collections being shown. This event will feature 
nine showcases from the work of both established and emerging designers within the Portland fashion 
community. Designers from the hit television show Project Runway are often featured, this year Bryce Black of 
season nine will be showcasing his newest collection, along with alums and graduates from The Art Institute of 
Portland and Portland Sewing’s Fashion Forward Program. The live music and outstanding collections will make 
for a night to remember. By publishing any or all of the content of this media kit, the Portland Monthly will be 
doing service to publicize the designer Bryce Black. Black has been involved in the Fade to Light Fashion Show 
since the beginning and wants to create a world of high design and art for the everyday. Please take the time to 
consider the information put forth in this kit, as it will do a great service to showing the community and fellow 
aspiring designers that dreams do come true. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me, Chelsea Matthews, via cell or email.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Chelsea Matthews

Chelsea Matthews
Communications Coordinator 



News Release

Fashion Forward: Outstanding 
Collections and Live Music

The Fade to Light Producers invites local 
designers and the fashion community to foster the creative talent in Portland

PORTLAND, Ore. – The Crystal Ballroom will host the second biannual fashion show on Feb. 26, 
2014, where each designer is encouraged to think outside the box regarding his or her runway 
presentation. 

Fade to Light aims to not just be a fashion show, but to be an experience that leaves the guests with 
a solid understanding of each designer and the collections being shown. 

The show will open with Bryce Black’s ode to the island of Crete. Black’s a one-third of a local 
trifecta as electrifying as the Nineties Trinity including pioneer Arnold and minimalist Joshua Buck. 

Black’s womenswear collection will feature cream-colored pieces with body con cutouts, patent 
leather and many other elements.

Ashkan, writer for the Portland Mercury, said, “It is a bold move to open the show with a designer as 
smart and practical as Bryce Black, who is a very tough act to follow.”

Fade to Light routinely showcases the work of both established and emerging designers within the 
Portland fashion community, like Black, who is a high fashion designer local to the Portland 
community who believes in the comfort of a t-shirt and jeans. 

Black’s dedication and love for design has paid off and he was awarded the Best Emerging 
Menswear Designer at the Portland Fashion and Style Awards in October 2013. 

###



• Featuring collections from:
 o Adelheid Bergin
 o Bad Wolf Clothier
 o Bryce Black
 o Emit
 o Garnish
 o The Ladies of Nashionland
 o (Clair Vintage Inspired, Carolyn Hart, Hubris Apparel)
 o Michelle Lesniak
 o Poema
 o SKPDX
 o Taruc
 o Wandering Muse
 o WWJJD
•Live music will be presented by Oranj Studio. 
•Make-up will be completed by Bean Monde.
•The event will be sponsored by:
 o Chambord
 o The Portland Mercury
 o KNRK 94.7 FM
 o About Face Magazine
 o Oni Press
 o OSI Photography
 o Vita Coco
 o Portland Pictures
 o Brown Day Productions
• There will be a backstage after party in Lola’s room for guests over 21.
• For every ticket purchased, $1 will be donated to Camp KC.
 o For kids ages five to 15 who are infected with and/or affected by HIV/AIDS.
• Fade to Light will be a single night event.
• Fade to Light will feature 13 designers and live music.
• Fade to Light is an all-age event until the after party (guests must be 21 to attend the after party).
• Fade to Light’s location is the Crystal Ballroom in Portland, Ore.

For more information about Fade to Light please visit their Facebook page at: 

  o https://www.facebook.com/FadeToLight 

For more information about Bryce Black contact:

 o Web: http://www.bryceblack.net/about/

Fact Sheet



Designer Backgrounder

Bryce Black began his passion for passion as a child, “It all started with couture gowns for an 
international star, Barbie.” As an emerging designer, his budget for raw materials was not what it is 
today. Then, Barbie’s couture gowns were made out of cut up socks or toilet paper.

Originally from Twin Falls, Idaho, Bryce moved to Portland, Ore., to attend The Art Institute of 
Portland where he received a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Apparel Design in 2011. During his senior 
year, Black was a finalist for The Humane Society’s and The Art Institute’s Cool vs. Cruel fashion 
design contest. His senior collection was featured in Portland Monthly Magazine and he was the 
recipient of the 24Notion Senior Finale Student Competition scholarship. 

One month after Black’s graduation from The Art Institute of Portland, he found himself
auditioning for the hit television show Project Runway. He became one of the 20 contestants on 
season nine and was able to design a collection for New York Fashion Week, which received national 
acclaim. 

Black has made many strides and has found many ways to be true to himself, he says, “The best way 
to describe how I got to where I am today is self discovery.” 

When Black was auditioning for Project Runway, he remembers Michael Khors pointing out that he 
dressed preppy and that his designs look like they are for an alter ego, a rock star-like persona. He 
was frustrated and depressed to know that he blew it because of fear. Black tried to please 
everyone with the way he dressed, therefore he tried to please the judges with his designs, “The 
result in both cases were a boring and watered down me.” He knew the outcome is so different 
when you express yourself fearlessly. Black now designs by acting on impulse and intuition, “I am a 
better designer and person for it,” Black said. He believes that true power is when you are told you 
are not loved and carrying on anyway. After every fashion show, Black hopes for a room of people 
that love and those who hate what he just created, “To strike no emotions is a true failure.” He has 
used this as inspiration for marketing his collection, his slogan is, “Pledge your Allegiance to Bryce 
Black or prepare to be basic. 

Today, Bryce is a high fashion designer who lives in Portland, Ore., and believes in the comfort of 
jeans and a t-shirt. To Bryce, getting your Starbucks in the morning should be a runway show. He 
was also awarded the Best Emerging Menswear Designer at the Portland Fashion and Style Awards 
on Oct. 26, 2013.



Fade to Light Multidimensional Fashion Show
February 26, 2014 – The Crystal Ballroom

All designs created by Bryce Black 
Photos by Saxon Trobaugh
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Social Media Plan Assignment
April 18, 2013

BACKGROUND
My name is Chelsea Matthews and I am an innovative designer and communicator interested in 
media relations and fashion communications. Currently I am a student in the School of Journalism 
and Communications at the University of Oregon majoring in advertising and public relations. I 
am a member of IR Futures for Allen Hall. Recently, I wrote and designed a media kit for fashion 
designer Bryce Black after his showcase in the Fade to Light Multidimensional Fashion Show in 
Portland, Ore. I am always looking for new inspiration and I aspire to be a creator, whether if it is 
from communications, designing or writing. My blog will be focusing on creative and innovative 
public relations tactics involving fashion, design and event planning. 

I am interested in the creative strategy behind PR campaigns and plans. I am mostly intrigued by 
design, event planning, fashion and social media and fascinated by the creative side of the fashion 
industry. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Until earlier this term, social media was strictly used for my personal use. This is because I used it 
primarily to connect with my family and friends. I would also use it to communicate with 
classmates for class group projects. I use Facebook and Instagram the most, but I also have 
Pinterest, Twitter, LinkedIn and Wordpress accounts, however I do not use them very often. I do not 
use any of my social media platforms to their fullest potential, and although I have not used them 
to their fullest potential, I plan to because I have realized how important they are to have and keep 
them updated; especially Twitter and LinkedIn. The only platform that I have not had success with 
is LinkedIn, and that is only because I do not have any connections yet nor have I had any 
opportunities to make connections. 

OBJECTIVE
I will use social media to explore my interest in fashion communications and my strategies will 
include listening and learning, creating great content and building relationships with industry 
professionals. By designing a strategic plan, this will help me establish a presence as a public 
relations communicator and create a strong network of professional contacts for future job 
opportunities.

AUDIENCE
My audience includes potential employers, fellow students, my friends and family, as well as 
professional contacts. I would like to use social media to connect with future potential employers 
and other professionals in the fashion industry. Although I don’t have much in-field experience, I 
do have my personality, school experience, connections and my point of view to offer potential 
employers and professional connections. 



STRATEGIES
1. Netvibes
  a. Goals: I will establish a feedreader on Netvibes and learn the social media platform in order to:
 • Find content relevant to the fashion industry, particularly self-branding individuals. 
 • Learn more about the fashion industry and the relationship it has with the rest of the  
 world. 
 • Read what industry and media leaders are saying.
 • Develop great content based on timely events.
  b. Tactics: 
 • Create an account on Netvibes; subscribe to 20-25 blogs related to fashion communications  
 and online reputation management. 
 • Review my dashboard multiple times per day for news in order to help me stay up-to-date 
 about what is going on in the industry. 
 • Apply what I have learned in my own development through my blog, Twitter and share my 
 original content. 
  c. Measurements of Success:
 • I have subscribed to 20-25 blogs relevant to my themes.
 • Checking my Netvibes dashboard will become a daily habit.
 • I am aware of timely events in the fashion industry based on the information from Netvibes.
 • I am creating great content based on the information I obtain from Netvibes.

2. Twitter
  a. Goals: I will become an active Twitter user and will become a social media enthusiast in order to:
 • Establish my personal brand.  
 • Maximize my opportunities as an innovative designer and creator. 
 • Share attention-grabbing content through my creativity.
 • Listen and learn to what industry and media leaders are saying in the world of fashion 
    public relations. 
  b. Tactics: 
 • Tweet at least three times per day about something that is happening in the fashion 
    industry. 
 • Follow at least four new users every week whom are relevant to the industry. 
 • Read trending topics every morning in order to stay up-to-date with what is going on that    
    day. 
  c. Measurements of Success:
 • I will post at least three relevant tweets every day. 
 • I will follow at least four new users every week. 
 • I will check the trending topics every morning and it will become a daily habit. 



  c. Measurements Success:
	 •	My	profile	is	complete	and	updated.	
	 •	I	have	built	connections	with	people	that	I	already	know.	
	 •	I	have	built	new	connections	with	at	least	15	professionals	in	the	fashion	industry.	
	 •	I	am	apart	of	six	groups	relevant	to	the	industry.	
4. Blog 
  a. My general area of focus is creative and innovational public relations around designing, event planning and 
  fashion. My blog will be used as an outlet to share my professional opinions and thoughts about timely events. 
  I will also look at creative public relations campaigns and strategies and what inspired them. I will also share my 
  inspirations in my blog while being honest, personal and professional. 
  b. Tactics:
	 •	Write	one	blog	post	per	week	that	is	relevant	to	my	theme.	
	 •	Add	a	code	of	ethics	to	my	blog.
	 •	Check	other	blogs	that	I	am	subscribed	to	daily	and	share	my	thoughts	through	comments.	
	 •	Create	a	unique	design	by	improving	the	format	of	my	blog.	
	 •	Follow	the	calendar	below.
  c. Measurements of Success:
	 •	Not	being	overwhelmed	that	my	blog	is	sloppy.	
	 •	Confident	in	the	work	I	have	produced.	
	 •	It	does	not	look	like	a	boring,	generic	blog.	
	 •	Gain	industry	bloggers.	
  d. Editorial Calendar:
	 •	Week	3:	Victoria’s	Secret	announces	new	location	for	annual	fashion	show
	 •	Week	4:	What	people	are	saying	about	TOMS	‘One	Day	Without	Shoes’	campaign.
	 •	Week	5:	The	ins	and	outs	of	fashion	communications
	 •	Week	6:	What	can	the	industry	expect	at	the	Fall	2014	Mercedes	Benz	Fashion	Week?
	 •Week	7:		Living	in	Manhattan	during	fashion	week	as	a	PR	professional
	 •	Week	8:	Is	in-house	or	corporate	PR	right	for	you?
	 •	Week	9:	All	about	the	upcoming	‘Social	Media	Summit	with	Taste	of	Tech’	conference	on	June	3
	 •	Week	10:	Comments	about	how	social	media	carelessness	can	kill	someone’s	career

3. LinkedIn
  a. Goals: I will enhance my LinkedIn profile and familiarize myself with this social media platform    
  in order to:
 • Establish myself as a communicator in my industry. 
 • Connect with potential employers and develop relationships with industry professionals to  
 build my 
 professional connections. 
 • Create my profile to be more professional.
 • Present my creativity and versatility as a professional. 
  b. Tactics: 
 • Complete my profile and update my photo. 
 • Build connections with current professional contacts.
 • Connect with at least 15 new professionals in the fashion communications industry.
 • Join six LinkedIn groups relevant to the two industries. 
 • Add several pieces of original, great content to my profile. 
   • I have placed original pieces to my profile from my portfolio.



Tactics Checklist
Netvibes
Open	a	new	account	–	week	3
Subscribe	to	20-25	blogs	–	week	3
Review	dashboard	for	great	content	-	ongoing

Twitter
Write	new	biography;	choose	appropriate	and	professional	background	–	week	3
Follow four new professionals every week – ongoing
Tweet three times per day in relevance to the fashion industry. Aim for one to be an “@” or “RT”, have two be 
interesting links or other information that is related to my core idea – ongoing 

LinkedIn
Update	biography	and	resume	–	week	4
Insert	materials	from	portfolio	–	week	4
Connect	with	professional	contacts	that	I	already	know	–	week	4
Connect	with	15	or	more	potential	employers	–	week	4	and	ongoing
Join	six	groups	in	relevance	to	the	fashion	industry	–	week	5

Blog
Write	one	post	per	week	–	weeks	3-10
Make	code	of	ethics	–	week	2
Reach	out	to	other	bloggers	in	the	industry	–	weeks	4-10
Format	my	blog	–	week	5	



Employee Centered Informational Memo
April 24, 2014

MEMORANDUM 

To: All Staff Members Worldwide
From: Chelsea Matthews, CEO, Nordstrom Inc.
Date: April 24, 2014
Re: Company Expansion

I would like to set the record as I have hear all sorts of rumors floating around this week. Perhaps 
you’ve heard some of them, for instance merging with another company, selling our company or just 
merely wanting to expand and grow as a company. Well, I am very pleased to tell you all that the last 
is true.

Effective January 1, 2015, we will initiate our expansion plan, and we will continue to be a private 
retail business. As we expand and grow together, we plan to implement a few changes to our budget 
and certain policies; for instance, tagging of all garments above $150 with black plastic devices. By 
expanding and implementing these changes, we believe that we will be able to better service our 
customers.  

There are many benefits to be gained by this expansion, and I would like to inform you of them 
personally. There will be a company-wide meeting in the auditorium at our Seattle Headquarters on 
Thursday, May 1, 2014, at noon. The meeting will be over lunch (provided by Nordstrom, Inc.) where 
I will be will be on hand personally to answer any questions. For those of you that don’t live in 
Seattle, no need to fret, we will Skype with you so that you don’t miss out!  

I am sure that you all will approve of the expansion once you understand what we have to gain. I 
look forward to seeing each of you at the luncheon on May 1. As always, feel free to contact me with 
me if you have any questions. 

Best,
Chelsea



Business to Business Memo
April 29, 2014

MEMORANDUM 

To: All Standard Register Employees
From: Chelsea Matthews, Director of Operations, Nordstrom Inc.
Date: April 29, 2014
Re: New Return Tag Policy and Location

Here at Nordstrom Inc., we are all extremely happy to continue our partnership with everyone at 
Standard Register’s, especially as we embark on this new policy change. Nordstrom has recently 
made the decision to tag all garmets, accesories, etc. above $150 with black plastic devices. When 
our CEO first approached us about this, the Nordstrom, family couldn’t wait to get on board. We all 
cannot wait to continue our relationship as one big fashion family! 

Once we began planning the details of this new policy, it quickly became clear that our new policy 
would increase the amount of tagging devices our company will need; which means the production 
orders to you all at Standard Registers will highly increase.  Because of this, we realized that there 
wasn’t nearly enough space and your current location. Therefore, my operation team began 
searching for a new building for your employees to call home when working with the Nordstrom 
Inc. family. Today, I am pleased to share some exciting news with all of you!

We have found a beautiful new location and have signed a lease!

Standard Register’s new building is located just south of Nordstrom Inc.’s headquarters in the 
industrial area:
 • Only one block from the bus stops.
 • Only a 10-minute cab ride from the train station, 20 minutes if riding a bike.
 • There are bike paths along all main roads, for those two-wheeled commuters!
 • Secured bike cages on location.

I’ve also attached photos to this email so you can check out the new space!

Lauren, our director of HR, will be emailing everyone with more information about how to get your 
new ID badges and parking passes. Everyone can begin his or her first day in the new location on 
September 1. Nordstrom Inc.’s CEO, director of HR and myself will be there to welcome you all and 
give you more details about the new location. We will also be available to personally answer any 
questions that may not already be answered. I’m excited to see you all there!

Best,
Chelsea



Corporate Social Responsibility Memo
May 1, 2014

MEMORANDUM

To: Michele Hannigan, CEO
From: Chelsea Matthews, VP of Communications
Date: May 1, 2014
Subject: Proposal for Supporting Communities CSR Program

Here at Nordstrom we’ve always focused on going above and beyond for our employees and our 
customers. With this, I would like to propose a “Supporting Communities” CSR program. As any
new program, we will improve it as we go and as we get feedback. The “Supporting Communities”
CSR program will focus on supporting numerous organizations and programs:
  • Scholarship Program, program is called: “Ten 4 U”
  • Global Social Development, project is called: “HERproject”
  • Nonprofits, program is called: “Uniting to Make a Difference”  

Briefly, I would like to explain the above stated.

“Ten 4 U” is a scholarship program where 80 students will receive $10,000 over a period of four 
years. Students who qualify for this scholarship:
  • Have a minimum GPA
  • Participate in volunteer work, along with previous participation
  • In need of financial assistance
  • Plan to attend an accredited four-year college

Our Global Social Development is an initiative that will ensure the well-being of factor workers that 
produce the company’s merchandise. The “HERproject” will promote worker empowerment by 
providing education and skills; this program is in coordination with Business for Social 
Responsibility (BSR).
  • Educates factory workers on general and reproductive health issues
  • Focuses on HIV/AIDS prevention in China and Vietnam

For almost six decades, we have supported the nonprofit, United Way, and we will continue to 
support them. We will encourage all of our employees to contribute to the United Way campaign, 
which will be matched by Nordstrom Inc. up to a $4 million donation. In addition to this program, 
other nonprofit programs throughout 28 states will receive monetary donations. 

As a company, we have always focused on doing the right thing for our employees and customers 
With this proposed “Supporting Communities” CSR program, we will continue to do so and 
support our community by giving back. 

I look forward to hearing back from you and would like to meet in person to talk about your 
thoughts and any possible revisions. From there, we can discuss possible ways to enact this program.

Best,
Chelsea

Manglis, I. (2011, May 17). Fashion with a Heart: Nordstrom’s CSR. Wordpress.



Infographic Memo
May 1, 2014

MEMORANDUM

To: Wendy Ames 
From: Chelsea Matthews
Date: January 1, 2012
Subject: Allocate more funds to e-commerce

At Nordstrom Inc, we have worked for more than 100 years to deliver the best shopping experience 
through helping our customers possess style, not just buy fashion. We have been committed to 
providing our customers with the absolute best possible service, and to improving it everyday.

By moving our focus to e-commerce, there will be many more jobs at our Seattle headquarters. 
We will plan to hire about 350 additional employees in the next few months, and we are looking to 
purchase additional office spaces on top of the 1 million square feet we already occupy downtown. 
Since we will be shifting our focus to e-commerce, most new hires will work in e-commerce, mobile 
commerce and IT. 

I have been asked to make an infographic to show why allocating more funds would be benficial for 
our company and assure everyone that it is the absolute best decision. I will use recent years 
statistics and create graphs to illustrate the infographic.
 
In January, the stock market closed at $48.48 and is selling upwards of $53.35 . This is a massive 
rise in the stock market portfolio for us as we anticipate the market being assumedly able to reach 
over $54 which is over a $4.90 jump per share in a 55 million share market. In the last year, sales 
increased 12.3 percent; which equals over $3 million in profit. Which is record breaking in recent 
years for our company.  

In the infographic I will:
  • Use graphs to show the increase in holiday sales 
 • Use a person icon to show more job openings
 • Use arrows and dollar signs to show the increase in sales and in the stock share sell price
 • Use a line graph to show how the price per share has fluctuated since 2011

In order to fully execute this infographic, we will advertise it throughout our website, incorporate 
it in upcoming newspaper articles and advertisements and through social media. We will be able to 
evaluate this through social media traffic, reviews and ratings, and we will also be able to track our 
Google searches and website hits through online traffic. 

I look forward to hearing your thoughts and hope to set up a time to meet and discuss your 
thoughts in person.

Best,
Chelsea 


